GAMES WITH
LETTERS AND WORDS

KryptoGlyphs – the Alphabet with a 3-D twist
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KryptoGlyphs Letter Games Concept

The KryptoGlyphs games are for multiple players and are played with 36 3-D letter modules in several
ways:


“The “Letter Card Game” and “KryptoGlyphs AlphaBingo”, are for the beginner level players with
increasing degrees of difficulty. At this level, the players get familiar with the game concept and the
modules. They also begin to recognize the projected letters and build their spatial visualization skills.



The “Word Games” that include the “WordSearch Game, Letterman’s Hanging Challenge, “Fake or
True Trivia Game” Game, and “Wordle Game” are for more advanced players that are already familiar
with the modules in general and are ready to play with KryptoGlyphs.

The letter modules are designed to show a different letter contour when viewed from a different angle.
Three pairs of letters have the same contours but through simple rotations, they perform a dual role in the
alphabet H/I, M/W, and N/Z. All the recognizable letter shapes are shown below:
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Basic Components for Letter Games:


36 3-D letter modules. All modules project at least three different recognizable letters when viewed
from different angles and one of the letters is a vowel.



78 Letter Cards (three cards for each of the 26 letters).



64 5 x 5 AlphaBingo cards



400 Marking rings



Word Search Game Scorecards



One game box to hold all components

3-D Letter Modules

Marking Rings

Game Tray with 36 Module Nests

Individual games may require other specialized components. They are listed with the respective game
description.
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Starting a KryptoGlyphs Letters Game
All KryptoGlyphs Letter Games follow the same starting procedure:


All modules are in their nests in the box



From the beginning, the players determine how many rounds will be in the game and how the starting
player will be selected. It is suggested that the number of rounds matches the number of players or a
multiple of it so everybody can be a starter the same number of times.



One of the players is selected as Referee either for the entire game or the players will take turns being
Referee for each round. The Referee makes the final decision in any letter dispute or any dispute
regarding the game. Each new play will have a new Referee starting with the first player to the right of
the previous Referee.



The Referee and the order of players are established by the following rule. Every player throws the pair
of dice and the total value of the dice decides the order of the players. The player with the highest
number becomes the Referee and starts the game. If two or three players throw the same numbers those
players choose another throw the dice again and continue to do so until the order is clearly established.
Then the game may start.
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Letter Card Game
The easiest and fastest way to become acquainted with KryptoGlyphs modules is to play the Letter Card
Game in which the players draw each one module and then they each take turns to draw a Letter Card and
try to find that letter in their module
Game Components:


36 3-D letter modules.



72 Letter Cards



One pair of dice

Playing the Game:
Letter Card



All Letter Cards are placed in a stack



All modules are in their nests in the box



The game begins with the first player selecting one side of the box by announcing it as North, South,
East, or West, and selects on which side the counting will start and throws one die. The player will start
counting the nests according to the number on the die and removes the module from that nest and place
it on the table.



All the players follow the same procedure, one at a time, and place their modules on the table in front of
them. If a nest is empty the player may change the side or throw the die again until reaches a nest with a
module.



Once every player has a module they takes turns in the same order to draw a Letter Card from the top of
the stack



With the drawn card in hand the player checks if the module to see if it contains the drawn letter. If it
does the Letter Card is placed under the respective module. If the module has no matching letter, the
player places the card on the table face down.



The next player has a choice, to pick up the discarded card or draw a new one.



In either case, if the letter is in the module, the card is placed face down under the module or, if not, it is
placed on the table in a common area face down.



The game continues with the following players choosing to draw a card from the stack or from the cards
discarded by the previous players in the common area.



The first player to match three cards with the letters contained in their module wins the round and
receives one ring as a prize.
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Once the round is over all the letters are returned to the stack and the modules are returned into the bag.
A new set of modules is drawn for the next round.



All subsequent rounds are played following the same rules.



After all the rounds are played, the player with most rings is declared the winner.



If there are two or more players with the same number of rings, the game will continue until one player
has the most rings and is declared the winner of the game.
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KryptoGlyphs AlphaBingoGame
This is the next level game that can be used to help players get better acquainted with KryptoGlyphs
modules and improve their 3-D visualization skills.
Game Components:


36 3-D letter modules.



64 5 x 5 AlphaBingo cards



400 Marking rings



One pair of dice

Each player must have one AlphaBingo card.
The rings are needed to mark the letters on the AlphaBingo
Card and allow the players to view the letter beneath.
Playing the Game:
AlphaBingo Card



All 36 modules are in the box in their nests.



All AlphaBingo Cards are in a deck.



At the beginning of each round, the players decide the configuration they are going to complete. They
can select one, two, or three lines, columns, one or two diagonals, across, or a combination of lines and
columns. The full card configuration should never be used since the whole alphabet has 26 letters and
each card has 25 letters.



The players take turns to draw one AlphaBingo Card each from the deck.



Then the first player selects one side of the box by announcing it as North, South, East, or West, and
selects on which side the counting will start and throws the die. The player will start counting the nests
according to the number on the die and removes the module from that nest and place it on the table.



All the players follow the same procedure, one at a time, and place their modules on the table in front of
them. If a nest is empty the player may change the side or throw the die again until reaches a nest with a
module.



Once a player draws a module, he/she calls the letters observed in the module and places the module in
the common area. All players put a ring on their card to cover each letter announced. If another player
observes a letter that has not been announced in any of the played modules, only he/she can put a ring on
that letter if the letter is on her/his card. A letter can have only one ring.
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The first player to have rings on all letters in the established configuration and calls “Bingo!” is the
winner of the round and receives a ring as a prize. The prize rings cannot be used to mark letters.



After all the rounds are played, the player having the most prize rings is declared the winner of the
game. If there are two or more players with the same number of rings the game will continue more
rounds only among those players until one player has the most rings and is declared the winner of the
game.
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Word Games
Once the players are acquainted with the KryptoGlyphs modules, they can start playing the more advanced
word games.
General rules for Word Games
The KryptoGlyphs Word Games can be played in several ways as described below. The players have to
decide on which way they will play the game before starting and the Referee will observe the following
rules:


If needed a Word Game Scorecard may be used in some games for keeping a record of all the words
found by a player.



Each Word Game Scorecard has letterboxes at the top for six modules.



There is a line of boxes for Consonants and one for Vowels.



Lowest acceptable letter count in a word is three, and every letter over that number, in an acceptable
word, adds an extra point.



Words that increase their letter count by adding an “s” are not accepted.



Only one form of a verb is accepted.



Proper nouns are not accepted unless they are part of the selected game



Slang words are not accepted.



The North American National Scrabble Association publishes the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary,
which is also suitable for accepting words used in KryptoGlyphs games. This dictionary includes all
variant forms of words up to eight letters in length.
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WordSearch Game
This is a more advanced game level in which players draw several modules and try to find as many words
made out with letters from those modules. Each player needs a Word Game Score Card.
Game Components:


36 3-D letter modules.



Word Game Scorecard pad and a pencil for
every player



400 bingo rings for keeping score



One bag made out of an opaque material

Playing the game: One draw of several modules
for all players


All 36 modules are in the bag.



From the beginning, the players determine how
many rounds will be in the game. It is
suggested that the number of rounds matches
the number of players or a multiple of it.



One of the players is selected as Referee either
for the entire game or the players will take turns

Word Search Game Scorecard

being Referee for each round. The Referee

decides how many modules will be drawn for each round (minimum 3 and maximum 6). At the end of
each round, the Referee validates the correct words and the total score. The Referee makes the final
decision in any letter dispute.


The number of modules that were previously agreed upon are drawn from the bag and laid on the table.



Each player inspects each module for a set amount of time (recommended half a minute) and writes
down in its box all the letters that can be visually detected.



When all the modules have been inspected by all players the round starts.



It is suggested that for every module three to five minutes of play should be added.



For the allotted time interval the players should make as many words with the letters detected as
possible. There are 50 places for words having up to 11 letters on one face of the scorecard. If needed,
listing the words can be continued on the reverse.
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Lowest acceptable letter count in a word is 3. Each three letter word is worth 1 point.



Every letter over three in an acceptable word adds an extra point.



At the end of the set time, the player with the most points wins. If the highest number of points is shared
by more players, the player with the longest words wins. If equality is still maintained, all those players
will score a victory in that round.



After each round, all the modules are replaced back in the bag.



At the end of the game, the player who won the most rounds is the game winner. If more players share
the number of wins the player with the most total points is declared the winner of the game.

Playing the game: Each player draws a set number of modules individually


All 36 modules are in the box.



From the beginning, the players determine how many rounds will be in the game. It is suggested that
the number of rounds matches the number of players or a multiple of it.



One of the players is selected as Referee either for the entire game or the players will take turns being
Referee for each round. The Referee decides how many modules will be drawn for each round
(minimum 3 and maximum 6). At the end of each round, the Referee validates the correct words and the
total score. The Referee makes the final decision in any letter dispute.



The number of modules agreed upon are drawn from the bag by each player, one at a time, and laid on
the table.



The players inspect their modules for a set amount of time (recommended half a minute/module) and
write down in its box all the letters that can be visually detected.



When all the modules have been inspected by all players the round starts.



It is suggested that for every module three to five minutes of play should be added.



For the allotted time interval the players should make as many words with the letters detected as
possible. There are 50 places for words having up to 11 letters on one face of the scorecard. If needed,
listing the words can be continued on the reverse.



Lowest acceptable letter count in a word is three and that word is worth one point



Every letter over three in an acceptable word adds an extra point.



At the end of the set time, the player with the most points wins. If the highest number of points is shared
by more players, the player with the longest words wins. If equality is still maintained, all those players
will score a victory in that round.



After each round, all the modules are replaced back in the box.
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At the end of the game, the player who won the most rounds is the game winner. If more players share
the number of wins the player with the most total points is declared the winner.
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Letterman’s Hanging Challenge Game
This is a medium level game that can be used to help
players get better acquainted with KryptoGlyphs modules
at a higher level.
This game is for two players or two teams.
A Letterman’s Hanging Challenge sheet is used for each
game.
Game Components:

Letterman’s Hanging Challenge
Sheet



36 3-D letter modules.



One pad with Letterman’s Hanging Challenge sheets



One pencil

Playing the Game:


All 36 modules are out on the table.



Player/Team #1 thinks of a secret word and draws a line for each letter of the word then selects modules
containing those letters and lines them up in front of Player/Team #2. Player/Team #1 can follow
different strategies by choosing modules containing multiple letters from the secret word or a module for
each letter. If the secret word can be spelled with fewer modules, Player/Team #1 may add other, not
related, decoy modules up to the total number of letters spelling the secret word.



Player/Team #2 inspects the lined up modules, identifies the letters, and circles them on the pad. Once
the letters are identified Player/Team #2 attempts to figure out the secret word by guessing one letter at a
time.



If a letter is correctly guessed, it is written on the appropriate line or lines by Player/Team #1 and is
crossed out from the letter list on the pad.



For each guessed letter that is not contained in the secret word, a body part is drawn on the gallows.
There are six body parts that can be used (head, trunk, two hands, and two legs).



If all the letters in the secret word are guessed before the complete body is drawn, Player/Team #2 wins
the game. If not, Player/Team #1 wins the game and the secret word with the modules containing its
letters must be revealed.
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Fake or True Trivia Game Game
Fake or True is a game of skill and chance for multiple players.
Game Components:


36 3-D letter modules.



400 Bingo rings for keeping score

Playing the Game:


The game starts with all modules in the box. For each play, one of the players is selected the Referee.
All players start the game with an equal number of rings. The players must decide before the start of the
game how many plays the game will have (preferably a multiple of the number of players, so everybody
will have an equal number of plays to be the Referee). The Referee has the final word in every dispute
regarding the game. Each new play will have a new Referee starting with the first player to the right of
the previous Referee.



The first player on the right side of the Referee is the Pitcher and starts the game by drawing one module
from the box. The Pitcher checks the module and selects one of the letters projected from the module.
Once the letter is announced the player chooses a personality, a city, a river, or a country and tells a
trivia fact related to it. At the end of the statement, the Pitcher announces if the fact is true or fake. The
rest of the players enter the play by placing one ring on the table and then decide if they agree with the
Pitcher or not by placing one hand on the table and announce their choice. The hand with the thumb up
means they agree with the Pitcher and the palm facing down means they do not agree. The players who
decide to not enter that play do not place any ring on the table and keep their hands off the table.



Once the participating players declare their choice, the Pitcher reveals if the statement was true or not.
If the Pitcher announced that the statement was true and it was correct the players who agreed with the
Pitcher get their ring back and the Pitcher collects all the other rings. If the Pitcher announced that the
statement was not true and it was correct the players who agreed with the Pitcher get their ring back and
the Pitcher collects all the other rings. If the Pitcher announced that the statement made was either true
or not true and it was declared the opposite the players who disagreed with the Pitcher get their ring
back and the Pitcher collects all the other rings. When the play is over, the module is returned to the bag
and a new play starts. No letter can be selected in two consecutive plays even if it is projected from
different modules.
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At the end of the game, the player with the most rings wins the game. If two or more players have an
equal number of rings a tie-breaker play between those players will decide the winner. The Referee will
be selected from the non-participating players.

A more advanced form of the game with increased level of difficulty can be played when the Pitcher must
select two or three letters projected from the module in the one sentence statement he/she announces as true
or fake.
Example of plays
Example 1:

The Pitcher draws a module that has one of the letters projected as N. She/he makes the

statement “Napoleon died at Waterloo” and declares that it is a true fact. Once all the players make their
choices, the Pitcher announces, “My statement was not true, Napoleon died in Longwood, on the St. Helena
Island.” The players who agreed with the initial statement that it was a true fact lose their rings and the
players who disagreed take their rings back.
Example 2:

The Pitcher draws a module and selects two of the letters projected as B and P. She/he

makes the statement “Brad Pitt is getting a divorce” and declares it as a true fact. Once all the players make
their choices, the Pitcher announces, “My statement was true, Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie are divorcing.”
The players who agreed with the initial statement that it was a true fact get their rings back and the players
who disagreed lose their rings, and the Pitcher gets them.
Example 3:

The Pitcher draws a module all the letters projected as E, P and R. She/he makes the

statement “The River Elbe passes through Paris” and declares it as a false statement. Once all the players
make their choices, the Pitcher announces, “My statement was false, the River Elbe passes through
Hamburg not Paris.” The players who disagreed with the initial statement that it was a false fact get their
rings back and the players who agreed, lose their rings and the Pitcher gets them.
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Wordle
This is a two player game but it can be expanded as a multi-player game if the players take turns in
challenging each other. Before the game starts all the letter modules are placed on the table.
Game Components:


36 3-D letter modules.



Notepad and pencil



Bingo rings for keeping score

All 36 modules are on the table.
Playing the Game:
From the beginning, the players must decide how many rounds the game will have and if they will play a
five or six letter word game. The following procedure is describing a five letter word game but it can be
easily expanded to six letter word games.
The first player selects a five letter word, secretly writes it down, and selects five modules containing the
letters. The second player looks at the five modules, identify all the letters, selects five of them to form a
word, and writes the word on the note pad. The first player checks the letters and provides the following
information: the letters not included in the initially selected word are crossed out, the ones that are part of
the word but in the wrong place are underlined, and the correct letters, in their right place are left alone.
Based on this information the second player makes a new word with the available letters and the game
continues with the same procedure. The second player has five attempts to find the right word. If the right
word is not found after five attempts, the first player must reveal the word and wins one ring.
The game continues with the second player selecting a word and the third one guessing it, and so on, until
the round is complete. For the games with six letter words there will be six attempts to find the correct
word.
When all the rounds are finished, the player with the most rings is the winner. If two or more players have
the same amount of rings tie-breakers of six letter words with five attempts will be played among them until
there is only one winner.
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HOLD’EM LETTERS Game
Game Components:


36 3-D letter modules.



400 Bingo rings



One bag made out of an opaque material

Playing the Game:
The beginning
Before the game starts the players select one of them as the “Referee” who will make the final decision in
any dispute regarding letters or words. All the rings are equally divided among the players for betting. At
the start of the game, all 36 modules are placed in their nests in the box and the players draw modules one at
a time randomly.
Hold’em Letters game consists of a number of “hands” that are played as follows. Every player draws two
modules from the box – these are called the ‘hole modules’ and they are to be held out of other players’
sight. The players check their two modules and identify all of the projected letters. Once the letters are
identified each player start to think what words can be made with them and what other letters will be needed
to make longer words.
At this stage, there is the first round of betting starting clockwise with the first player next to the Referee
and each player can Check, Bet, or Fold. Each following hand will start the betting from the next player
clockwise from the one next to the Referee. This initial stage of the hand should be known as pre-flop and
what players do is dependent on the letters from their starting hand, the two hole modules.
When all the initial betting has finished the first shared module is drawn randomly by the Referee from the
box and placed in the middle of the table. This is called the flop.
The middle
After the flop module is revealed the players check the new projected letters and re-evaluate their word
building chances with the newly shared letters and then follows another round of betting. Once the betting
ends, then a second shared module – called the turn – is drawn by the Referee and placed on the table.
The players re-evaluate again their letters and another round of betting takes place. After that, a final shared
module – called the river – is drawn from the box by the Referee, placed on the table, and a final round of
betting takes place.
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The words now can be made with all the projected letters from the two hole modules and the three shared
modules. That makes five modules projecting at least fifteen letters out of which at least five are vowels to
choose from.
The end
There are two ways a hand can end.
One is when the betting ends and the remaining players in the respective hand reveal their hole modules
announcing their longest words. This is known as a showdown. The player with the longest word wins. If
more players have words with the same number of letters they must produce new word on the spot and the
player with the longest word wins. Only players with words having an equal number of letters may
continue the extended showdown until one of them produces the longest word.
The other way is when someone will bet enough that everyone else folds. The winner is not required to
reveal a word in this situation. This is how some of the hands end in Hold'em Letters, and that's the magic
of the game – you don't always need to have the longest word to win.
Once the hand is over all the modules are returned to the box and a new hand starts. The game continues
until the pre-established number of hands is played or until all players agree to end it.
General rules for selecting the words used in Hold’em Letters Game
The Referee will observe the following rules in selecting and accepting words:
1. Lowest acceptable letter count in a word is 4.
2. Each letter can be used only as many times as it appears in the two individual hole modules and the
three shared ones.
3. Slang words are not accepted.
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